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stochastic evolution equations 
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Abstract 
In the paper a nearly self optimal strategy is constructed for the control problem of 
stochastic semilinear evolution equation depending on an unknown parameter with path 
wise average per unit time cost functional. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Let (H, I · IH) be a separable Hilbert space and (0, F, Ft, P0 ) be a probability space. 
Consider the following semilinear stochastic evolution equation on H 

dX =(AX+ F(X))dt + B(X)dW X(O) = x E H (1) 

where A is a generator of a G0 semigroup S(t) on H and W(t) is a cylindrical Wiener 
process on H adapted to Ft. 

Assume 

(Al) 3L > 0 such that IF(z)- F(y)IH ~ lz- YIH and IIB(z)- B(y)IIL(H) ~ lz- YIH, for 
z,y E H 

(A2) supzEH IIB-1(z)IIL(H) < oo 
(A3) 3(3 E (0, 1) such that for each T > 0, J{(l + t-.B)IIS(t)ll~dt < oo 

It follows from Da Prato and Zabczyk (1992) that under (A1)-(A3) there exists a unique 
mild solution X(t) to the equation (1) i.e. an H valued process X(t) such that fort;:::: 0 

X(t) = S(t)x + l S(t- s)F(X(s))ds + l S(t- s)B(X(s))dW(s) (2) 

Moreover X(t) has a version with continuous trajectories that is a Markov process on H 
with transition operator P? and (see Peszat and Zabczyk (1994)) 
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(al) 3Ct that is bounded fort from compact subsets of (O,oo) such that IP1°'¢1(x)
P?'f/!(y)i :5 c,lx- YiHSUPzeH 1'!/l(z)l, for x,y E H and bounded Borel measurable 
functions '¢I on H, 

(a2) X is irreducible i.e. P1°(x, 0) > 0 for x E H, t > 0, and open set 0 

Let U and A be given compact metric spaces of control and unknown parameters resp., 
and let D : H x U x A 1-+ H and c : H x U 1-+ R. Furthermore assume 

(A4) the mappings D and care bounded and continuous in v E U, and Dis moreover 
Lipschitz in a, uniformly with respect to other parameters, 

Denote by A the class of all Borel measurable functions from H in U. Given a0 E A and 
u E A, by an infinite dimensional version of Girsanov theorem (see Duncan Pasik-Duncan 
and Stettner (1995)) we can define a new measure pao,u on n, such that the restrictions 

0 0 0 0 • 0 0 
Pl~ •" and P11 of pa •" and P resp., to u-field F1 satisfy P1~ •"(dw) = exp[(a •"(x, t)]P1~(dw} 
With 

0 r (a •"(x,t) = Jo < B-1(X(s))D(X(s),u(X(s)),a0 ),dW(s) > (3) 

1 !' -2 Jo IB-1 (X(s))D(X(s),u(X(s)),a0)i~ds 

and where X(O) = x. Under the measure pa0
•", the process X(t) becomes a solution to 

the following integral equation 

X(t) = S(t)x + l' S(t- s)(F(X(s)) + D(X(s ), u(X(s }}, a0 ))ds 

+ l S(t- s)B(X(s))dW(s) 

(4) 

and the solution to (4} in the above weak sense is unique. In what follows we shall study 
the case when the state process X(t) is a solution to ( 4) and a0 is unknown. Our aim is 
to construct a control v1 = u1(X(t)), where u1 E A such that under measure pao,,. the 
path wise cost functional 

J((v1)) = limsupt-1 f' c(X(s),v,)ds 
t-+oo lo 

(5) 

is minimal. The study of the cost functional (5) requires certain ergodic properties of the 
controlled process X(t). For this purpose we shall impose the following assumption 

(A5) there exists a Markov timeT such that for Tn+I == Tn +To O.,.n, (01 is a Markov shift 
operator corresponding to X(t)), the process X(rn) is Markov on a compact set r 
and uniformly ergodic which means that Va E A, u E A 30 < "Y < 1 37]: E P(r) 
such that 

supsupsup sup IP;·"{X(rn) E B} -77~(B)I :5 "Yn (6) 
uE.A aEA xer BEB(r) 
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Moreover we have SUPue.A SUPaeA sup,er E~·"{r2 } < oo, sup.,er E~{r2 } < oo, 
infue.AinfaeAinf.,erE~·"{r2} > 0 and E~·"{Tr} < oo, for x E H, u E A, a E A, 
with TB = inf{s ~ O,X(s) E B} forB E B(H). 

For the model we study the assumption (A5) is not very restrictive. In section 3 a par
ticular form of Markov timeT and set r will be shown. It is known (see e.g. Duncan 
Pasik-Duncan and Stettner (1994b)) that under (A5) the optimal value of cost functional 
(5) is P00 •" a.e. equal to that of 

- 0 0 lot J: ((vt)) = limsupr1 E; { c(X(s), v.)ds} 
t~oo 0 

(7) 

We shall also assume 

(A6) (Roxin condition) for each x E H the set {(~(~~l),v E u} is convex in the Hilbert 
space H x R. 

which is a technical assumption that can be removed by considering a larger class of so 
called relaxed controls (see e.g. Gatarek and Sobczyk (1994)). 

Adaptive control of LQ infinite dimensional models has been studied in Duncan Goldys 
and Pasik-Duncan (1991), Duncan Maslowski Pasik-Duncan (1994), (1995), and Aihara 
(1995). In the paper adaptive control of semilinear stochastic evolution equations is con
sidered. The adaptive procedure is an infinite dimensional adaptation of Duncan Pasik
Duncan and Stettner (1994b). Results of the paper can in particular be applied to a sys
tem of controlled reaction diffusion equations (see e.g. Duncan Pasik-Duncan and Stettner 
(1995)). 

2 CONTINUITY PROPERTIES 

In this section we list a family of consequences of the assumptions (A1)-(A6), which will 
be used in the proof of the main Theorem in section 6. 

Notice first that by (a1) and (a2) the measures Pt0(x, ·), for x E H and t > 0 are 
equivalent. Fix x E H and t > 0 and let 11 = Pf(x, ·). By Theorem 1 of Duncan Pasik
Duncan and Stettner (1995) the measures 11 and Pt•"(x, · ), for x E H and u E A are 
equivalent. Moreover we have 

Lemma 1 Under {A1}-{A6} the measures 

(8) 

for B E B(H), are unique invariant for the transition semigroup Pt·" and the family 
{ 1r~, a E A, u E A} is tight. 

Proof. One can easily check that the measures 7!"~ are invariant for the semigroup Pt·". 
Since transition operators Pt•"(x, ·) are equivalent for x E Hand t > 0, the invariant 
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measures 1r~ are unique. It remains to show the tightness of the family { 1r~, a E A, u E A}. 
· . E;••if: xs(X(o))do} 

For this purpose we shall prove that the family of measures llf~·u(B) = E:;·•{r} , 
X E r, a E A, u E A is tight. In fact, for given sequences x,. E r, a,. E A, u,. E A, by 
compactness of r, A and Lemma 2 of Duncan Pasik-Duncan and Stettner (1995) one can 
find subsequences, for simplicity denoted by nand X E r, a E A, u E A such that x,. -+ x, 
a,. -+ a and D(x,u,.(x),a,.) -+ D(x,u(x),a) in the weak* topology of L00(H,f/,H). 
Mimicking the proof of the first part of the Theorem 2 of Duncan Pasik-Duncan and 
Stettner (1995) for each t > 0 and ,P E C(H, R) we have 

(10) 

and COnsequently w~:•Un(,P)-+ llf~•U(,P), Which COmpleteS the pr00f Of the tightneSS Of 1f'~ 
with a E A, u E A. D 

By Remark 6 of Duncan Pasik-Duncan and Stettner (1995) and Lemma 1 we immediately 
obtain 

Corollary 1 Under (A1}-(A6} for each a E A there exists an optimal control function 
u"' E A for the cost functional J;((u(X(t)))). 

Let PA denote a metric on A. From an infinite dimensional version of Proposition 2.2 and 
(19) of Duncan Pasik-Duncan and Stettner (1994a), using Lipschitian of Din a we obtain 

Lemma 2 Under (A1}-(A5} for each E > 0 there exists 6 > 0 such that if PA(a,a') < 6 
we have 

sup sup sup JP;·u{X(r) E B}- P;',u{X(r) E B}l < f 

uE.A zer BEB(r) 

and 

sup sup sup IE:·u{ r XB(X(s))ds}- E:'·u{[ XB(X(s))ds}i < € 
uE.A zer BEB(H) Jo 0 

(11) 

(12) 

Denote by II'TIIIvar the variation norm of the measure 11· By the proof of Proposition 1 (in 
particular (18)) of Stettner (1993) we have 

Lemma 3 Under (A5} there exist constants I<1 and I{2 such that for a, a' E A 
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Combining (8) and (11), (12), (13) we obtain 

Corollary 2 Under (A1}-(A5} the mapping A 3 a ~-t 1r: is uniformly in u E A continu
ous in variation norm of'P(H). 

Consequently by Corollary 3 and Lemma 2 of Stettner (1993) we obtain 

Corollary 3 Under (A1}-(A5) for every f > 0, there exists a finite class A(f) = 
{ u1, ••• , Ur(<)} off - optimal control functions for the cost functionals J; with a E A i.e. 

\fa E A 3i E {1, ... , r{f)} J;((u;(X(t)))) $ inf J';((u(X(t)))) + f 
ue.A 

{14) 

For a, a' E A and u E A define an information measure Ku( a, a') as follows 

Ku(a,a') = L !B-1(z)(D(z,u(z),a)- D(z,u(z),a'))!h-1r:'(dz) (15) 

It has the following important properties 

Lemma 4 Under (A1}-(A5} for every u E A the mapping A X A 3 (a, a') ~-t Ku(a,a') 
is continuous. Moreover if Ku( a, d) = 0 we have 1r: = 1r:'. 

Proof. The continuity follows from Corollary 2 and Lipschitian in a of D. If Ku(a, a')= 0, 
by equivalence of measures 1r: and p., D(x,u(x),a) = D(x,u(x),a') for JL almost all 
x E H. Therefore by the first part of the proof of Theorem 2 of Duncan Pasik-Duncan 
and Stettner (1995), P;•u(x,·) = P':',u(x,·) for x E H, and consequently 1r: = 1r:'. 0 

Let Pm be projection operators on V(A*), the domain of the adjoint operator to A such 
that for x E H, lx- PmXIH--+ 0 as m--+ oo. By analogy to (15) define 

K:;'(a,a') := L !PmB-1(z)(D(z,u(z),a)- D(z,u(z),a'))!h-1r:'(dz) 

Lemma 5 Under (A1}-(A5} for every u E A we have 

sup !K;'(a,a')- Ku(a,a')!--+ 0 
a,a'EA 

as m--+ oo. 

(16) 

(17) 

Proof. The proof is based on the Lipschitzianity in a of D, boundedness of B-1(x) (by 
(A2)) and Corollary 2. 0 

3 CONSTRUCTION OF THE MARKOV TIME r 

This section is devoted to the construction of a particular Markov time r, for which 
assumption (A5) is satisfied. Recall first Lemma 5 of Da Prato Gatarek Zabczyk (1992) 
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Lemma 6 Under {A1)-(A4) for p > ~ 3C > 0 such that VR > 0 

P~(x, K(R,,B))?: 1- CR-1(1 + lxl~) (18) 

provided lxl~ :5 R, where K(R,,B) is a compact set in H given by the formula 

K(R,,B) = {x E H: x = S(l)z + G1g(l) + G2-1ph(I), lzl~ :5 R, l9lt,. :5 R, I hit,. :5 R}(19) 

with Gp•f(l) = J~(l- s)P'-18(1- s)f(s)ds for ,8' E (0, 1] and any bounded Borel mea
surable f : [0, 1]~--+ H. 

Let B(r) = {x E H, lxiH < r}, B(r) = {x E H, lxiH :5 r}. Assume 

(Bl) 3ro such that for r1 >rowe have supi.,IH=•t SUPue.A SUPaeA E:•"{TA(ro)} < oo and 

supi.,IH=rt E~{TA(ro)} < 00• 

For given r0 such that (Bl) holds we choose R such that CR-1(1 + rg) :5 () < 1 
with p > ~ . Then we find r1 > 2r0 such that K(R,,B) C B(2-1r1) and for some 

K > 0 supi.,IHSro SUPue.A SUPaeA P;•"{3t E [0, 1], X(t) E H \ B(rl)} :5 1 - K and 
supi.,IH$ro P2{3t E [0, l],X(t) E H \ B(rt)} :51-"· Let now f = K(R,,B) and 

T = TH\B{rt) + u o ()TH\B(rtl u = inf{s + 1: s?: O,X(s) E B(ro),X(s + 1) E r} {20) 

We have 

Lemma 7 Under {A1}-(A4} and {Bl} we have 

supsupsupE~·"{r2} < oo supE~{r2} < oo 
ue.A aeA :~:er :~:er 

(21) 

Proof. LetT = TH\B(rt) + TB(ro) 0 ()TH\B(rtl' and f1 = T, Tn+l = Tn +'fo()Tnl for n = 1, 2, .... 
Define s(O) = inf{j ?: 1 : Tj ?: 1} and for i ?: 1, s(i) = inf{j ?: i : Tj ?: 'f; + 1}. 
Let 1' = inf{'t.n(o) + l,X('fsn(o) +I) E r,n = 0,1, ... } with sn+l(O) = s(sn(O)) and 
r.•(o) := 0. If IX(O)IH :5 ro, we have T :5 f. Since by the proof of Lemma 2.3 of Maslowski 
and Seidler (1993), for any r > 0, supi.,IH$• SUPue.A SUPaeA E:•"{T~\B(r)} < oo and 
supi.,IHS• E~{T~\B(r)} < oo, and 9, /C < 1, it can be shown (the details are left to the 
reader) that 

sup sup sup E~·" { f 2} < oo, sup E~ {f2} < oo (22) 
uE.A aEA :~:er :~:er 

from which the assertion of lemma follows. D 

Let Tn be defined as in (A5) with T given in (20). To complete the proof of (A5) we need 
to show (6). We have 
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Proposition 1 Under {A1}-{A4} and {Bl}, the process X(r,.) is uniformly ergodic i.e. 
{6} of {A5) holds. 

Proof. By the proof of Theorem 2.1 of Duncan Pasik-Duncan and Stettner (1994a) it 
suffices to show that for o > 0 

sup sup sup sup IP:•u{X(r) E B}- P;·u{X(r) E B}l $1- o 
"'•ller ue.A aEA BEB(H) 

(23) 

Suppose (23) does not hold i.e. for some x,.,y,. E r, u,. E A, a,. E A and B., E B(H) we 
have P::·u"{X(r) E B.,} -+ 1 and P;;•u"{X(r) E B.,} -+ 0 as n-+ oo. Without loss of 
generality we can assume that x,. -+ i and y,. -+ fj. By Girsanov theorem and finiteness 
of the second moment of r, we obtain P~ .. {X(r) E B.,}-+ 0 and consequently from (a1), 
P3{X(r) E B.,} -+ 0. Using the equivalence of transition probabilities of X(r,.) we have 
P~{X(r) E B.,}-+ 0 and then by (al) again, P~ .. {X(r) E B.,}-+ 0. The last convergence 
by Girsanov theorem implies P::·u"{X(r) E B.,}-+ 0, a contradiction. 0 

4 ESTIMATION AND CONTROL 

To make MLE procedure feasible we add to the ML estimator the projection operator Pm 
and additionally assume 

(B2) for each x E H, B-1(x): V(A*) 1-+ V(A*) 

Then we estimate the unknown parameter a 0 maximizing over a E A value of 

L!,.(a) := l < PmB-1(X(s))D(X(s),u(X(s)),a),pmB-1(X(s))[dX(s) (24) 

-(AX(s) + F(X(s)))ds] > -2-1 l1PmB-1 (X(s))D(X(s),u(X(s)),a)l~ds 

which is equivalent to the maximization of 

l < PmB-1(X(s))(D(X(s),u(X(s)),a)- D(X(s),u(X(s)),a0 ),pmdW(s) > (25} 

-2-1 l1PmB-1(X(s))(D(X(s),u(X(s)),a)- D(X(s),u(X(s)),a0 ))1~ds 

To construct a nearly optimal adaptive strategy we fix € > 0. By Corollary 3 we can find 
a finite class of € optimal control functions A( €} = { u1. ... , Ur(<)}. Let 

T( f) := {a; E R+, a; + r $ a;+l, ao = 0 such that 2,jicll $ lim infn-oo n1 I:~ XT(<)( i) 
and limsupn-oo n1 I:?;~ XT(<)(i} $ rilcll}, 

with I !ell standing for supremum norm, and r := r(f}. We have the following 

Lemma 8 Under (A1}-(A5} for any E1 > 0 there exists a o > 0 and a positive integer m 
such that sup,,,•eA II<;'( a, a')- I<(a, a') I $ ~' and for any {0, 1} valued sequence f3i(k), 
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i = 1, 2, ... , k E {1, ... , r} which for each i it takes value 1 only at one k E {1, ... , r }, 
and f3i(k) = 1 fori= ai + k- 1, ai E T(t), we have for a, a' E A 

ifliminfn-+oo n-l 2::;':~ Lk=I f3i(k)K::;, (a, a') < 6 then SUPuE.A(<)II7r~- 7r~'llvar < t'. 

Proof. It follows from Lemma 5, Lemma 4 and the definition of the set T(t). D 

We continue our construction. Take 8 and m such that Lemma 8 holds with t' ~ tJi· By 

Corollary 2 and there exists a finite set A(6) C A such that for any a E A one can find 
a E A(6) for which SUPueA ll1r~ -?r~llvar ~ tJi and SUPueA(<) K;:'(a,a) ~ ~· 

Then we choose a positive integer N such that (its existence follows from the uniform 
ergodicity of X(Tn)) for all X E r, u E A(t), a E A(6), a' E A we have 

IE';',u{[N IPmB-1(X(s))(D(X(s), u(X(s)), a)- D(X(s), u(X(s)), a'))liids} (26) 

(E';',u{TN}t1- K;:'(a,a')l ~ ~ 

and 

(27) 

For a given t > 0 we have just constructed A(t), T(t), 6, m, N, A(6). We are now in 
position to define an adaptive control strategy ( il1), which can be described as follows. 

We wait until the process X ( s) enters the set r. Then we start our procedure. At 
moments TN;, i = 1, ... we choose control functions u from the set A(t) accordingly to 
the following algorithm 

- if i = ar + k - 1, with ar E T(E) and k E {1, ... , r} we use the function Uk for the 
next TN units of time, 

- otherwise we maximize L;:;(a) over a E A(6) i.e. determine the value &N; := 

argmaXaeA(6j{L;:;(a)} and use for the next TN units of time the control function u 
from A(t) that is t optimal for the parameter CxN; 

In other words the strategy is to force all control functions from A( t) in rare moments 
of time (determined by T( t)) while in the other moments use control functions that are 
f optimal for the current value of the estimation over the finite set A( li). An alternative 
to the forced use all control functions from A( t) is a randomization as in Duncan Pasik
Duncan and Stettner (1994b ). 

Theorem 1 Under (A1)-(A6) and (B2) or {A1)-(A4), (A6), (BJ), (B2) we have J((v1) ~ 

infueA J,:'0 ((u(X(t))) + 5t P,:'0 a.e. 

Proof. We follow the consideration of the proof of Theorem 1 of Duncan Pasik-Duncan 
and Stettner (1994b ). Notice that if a E A( li) is a frequent point of the estimation, we 
have liminfn-+oon- 1 :L;';~Lk=lf3i(k)K::;,(a,a0 ) < 8 and consequently by Lemma 8 we 

have SUPuEA(<)II7r~- 7r~0 llvar < ll~ll" The details are left to the reader. D 
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